GSW Immobilien AG
Acquisition of 4,832
residential units in Berlin

Disclaimer
This presentation contains certain statements that are neither reported results nor other historical information. These
forward-looking statements are based on the information currently available to GSW Immobilien AG and are subject to
risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from those expressed in the forward-looking
statements. Many of these risks and uncertainties relate to factors that are beyond GSW Immobilien AG's ability to control
or estimate precisely, such as future market and economic conditions, the behavior of other market participants, the
ability to successfully integrate acquired businesses and achieve anticipated synergies, changes in national and
international laws and the actions of government regulators. Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these
forward-looking statements, which apply only as of the date of this presentation. GSW Immobilien AG does not undertake
any obligation to publicly release any revisions to these forward-looking statements to reflect events or circumstances
after the date of this presentation.

This presentation does not constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to subscribe for or buy any security,
nor shall there be any sale, issuance or transfer of the securities referred to in this presentation in any jurisdiction in
contravention of applicable law.

Copies of this presentation are not being, and must not be, directly or indirectly, mailed or otherwise forwarded,
distributed or sent in or into or from the United States, Australia, Canada or Japan or any other jurisdiction where
to do so would be unlawful.

This document represents the judgment of GSW Immobilien AG as of the date of this presentation.
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Key Rationale For Acquisition
1 Attractive addition to existing portfolio
2 Increase of profitability by using liquidity from IPO
3 Above average NRI-margin expected
Realisation of synergy effects by integration of acquired assets into

4 GSW´s existing platform
5 Accretive FFO-impact
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Acquisition Portfolio Overview
Highlights
Residential units:
Commercial units:

Pankow

Reinickendorf

4,832
25
293,893 sqm

residential area:
In-place rent residential:

Spandau
1,262 | €4.98 |
97.3%

Lichtenberg

Mitte

Friedrichshain-Kreuzberg
1,678 | €5.32 | 97.2%
CharlottenburgWilmersdorf
706 | €6.03 | 98.7%

Steglitz-Zehlendorf
558 | €6.58 | 98.9%

MarzahnHellersdorf

Occupancy residential:

97.2%

Purchase Price

€330m

Price per sqm.

€1.113/sqm

Multiple/Yield

16.7 / 6.0%

Data as of 30-Jun-2011

TempelhofSchöneberg
166 | €4.55 | 85.5%
Neukölln
334 | €5.50 | 97.3%

Key Assumptions

Treptow-Köpenick

Potsdam
128 | €5.72 | 96.1%

Income from Rents

ca. €20m p.a.

Net Rental Income

€16.5-17.5m p.a.

Assumed NRI-margin
FFO I
GSW Residential units
0

< 2,500 < 5,000

<7,500

> 7,500

€5.58/sqm

82.5 – 87.5%
€6.5-7.5m p.a.

District
Residential Units | Monthly IPR €/sqm | Occupancy
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Deal Structure & Financing
Deal Structure

Financing

 Share deal: GSW acquired asset
holding company from Gagfah

 Two bank loans with €218.3m in
total

 Date of transfer: 01-Nov-2011

 Standard covenants (DSCR, LTV)

 Asset value: €330m

 Interest rate: 4.2% p.a. assumed*

 Closing costs: ca. 1.5% of the

 LTV: 65%

purchase price

 Maturities: 7 & 8 years

 No take-over of staff

* depending on final fixing
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High Quality Portfolio
district allocation
13%

CharlottenburgWilmersdorf
FriedrichshainKreuzberg
Spandau

15%

12%
35%

Steglitz-Zehlendorf

26%

other

year of construction
80%

0%

2%

1%

1980 1999

>=
2000

1950 1969

1919 1949

<=
1918

1%

1970 1979

17%
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IR Contact

Company Contact

IR Contact

GSW Immobilien AG
Charlottenstraße 4
10969 Berlin

Sebastian Jacob

E-Mail: ir@gsw.de

E-Mail: sebastian.jacob@gsw.de
Tel.: +49 (0) 30 2534 1882
Fax: +49 (0) 30 2534 1909

Internet: www.gsw.de
René Bergmann
E-Mail: rene.bergmann@gsw.de
Tel.: +49 (0) 30 2534 1362
Fax: +49 (0) 30 2534 1909
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